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Abstract
In version v1 (under a different title) I was trying to give a new proof
of Wedderburn’s Little Theorem (WLT ), stating that a finite division ring
is commutative, but I failed. So I had to withdraw the paper (version v2).
Firstly I became aware of a new theorem. So in the mean time in version
v3 under a new title (see top of this page) I proved a useful property
of the finite nonabelian groups stating that one of its maximally abelian
subgroups is not an eigenheimer. In the present version v4 I prove finally
WLT in a new section 2 entitled: A New Proof of Wedderburn’s Little
Theorem: A Finite Division Ring is Commutative.
Subjects: Group Theory; Rings and Algebras;
MSC 2010: 20D99 Abstract finite groups
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1Tobbe of geen tobbe: dat was de was.
2Email: leen.bleijenga@gmail.com
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1 Eigenheimers
We begin with some facts about finite nonabelian groups.
Definition 1 Let G be a finite nonabelian group with center Z and let the r
maximally abelian subgroups be H1, H2, · · · , Hr, r ≥ 3. G is called Z-indepen-
dent if Hi ∩Hj = Z for all i, j, i 6= j and G is called Z-dependent if there exists
i, j i 6= j and Hi ∩Hj = D ⊃ Z and D 6= Z.
Theorem 2 Let G be a finite nonabelian group with center Z and let H =
{H1, H2, · · · , Hr} be the set of the r maximally abelian subgroups of G. Then
the following 6 claims hold: (i) Z ⊂ Hi, i = 1, 2, · · · , r. (ii) ∪i=ri=1Hi = G. (iii)
r ≥ 3. (iv) ∩i=ri=1Hi = Z, r ≥ 3. (v) Let G be Z-dependent and suppose that
HD = {H ′1, H
′
2, · · · , H
′
s} is the subset of all maximally abelian subgroups of G
which contain subgroup D ⊃ Z, D 6= Z and let H ′1∩H
′
2 = D. Then the subgroup
< HD >= H ′1∪H
′
2∪· · ·∪H
′
s < G. Moreover, the maximally abelian subgroups of
< HD > are those of G containing D and are thus in HD. (vi) If H = H1 ∪H2
is a partition of H and H1 ∩H2 = ∅ then < H1 >= G or < H2 >= G.
Proof: (i) We prove first that Z ⊂ H1 = H . Consider the set HZ. Let
h1, h2 ∈ H and z1, z2 ∈ Z. Then h1z1 × h2z2 = h1h2z1z2 = h3z3 ∈ HZ and
(h1z1)
−1 = z−11 h
−1
1 = h
−1
1 z
−1
1 ∈ HZ and HZ is a subgroup of G. But HZ is
also abelian for h1z1×h2z2 = h2z2×h1z1. Now H ⊂ HZ but H is a maximally
abelian subgroup of G. Thus H = HZ and Z ⊂ HZ = H . Thus all maximally
abelian subgroups contain Z.
(ii) Every element x ∈ G generates a cyclic subgroup (which is abelian) and
lies in one or more maximally abelian subgroups.
(iii) If there is only one maximally abelian subgroup H1 then H1 = G.
A contradiction. And if there are two maximally abelian subgroups H1 and
H2 then H1 ∪ H2 = G and G is the union of two proper subgroups which is
impossible as we will demonstrate. Let x ∈ H1 −H2 and y ∈ H2 −H1. Then,
for example, xy ∈ H1 and x ∈ H1 and it follows that y ∈ H1. A contradiction.
(iv) Let D = ∩i=ri=1Hi so that D ⊃ Z is abelian. Let D 6= Z and let d ∈ D−Z
Then d commutes with all the elements in H1, H2, · · · , Hr. Thus d commutes
with all the elements in ∪i=ri=1Hi = G and d ∈ Z. A contradiction. Thus D = Z.
(v) G 6=< HD > because otherwise D ⊂ Z. Let x ∈< HD > and x 6∈
H ′i, i = 1, 2, · · · , s. Now the elements of D, which is abelian, commute with
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all elements of < HD > and thus also with x. D and x generate an abelian
subgroup which lies in a maximally abelian subgroup of G, let us sayH ′s+1. Now
D ⊂ H ′s+1 ∈ HD contradicting the maximality of s. (The join is equal to the
union.) Let E be a maximally abelian subgroup of < HD > thus D ≤ E. Now
E lies in a maximally abelian subgroup F of G and D ≤ F so that F ∈ HD.
Thus E = F . This completes the proof.
(vi) Otherwise G is the union of two proper subgroups, which is impossible.
We need a definition.
Definition 3 A subgroup H of a group G 6= H is called an eigenheimer of
G (or self-normalizing) if the normalizer of H in G is equal to H. Thus
NG(H) = H.
Theorem 4 Let G be a finite group with eigenheimer H and let x ∈ G. Then
the conjugate subgroup xHx−1 is also an eigenheimer of G.
Proof: If xHx−1 is not an eigenheimer than xHx−1 < NG(xHx
−1) =
xNG(H)x
−1 so thatH < NG(H). A contradiction. Let’s prove the last equality:
(⊂) Let a ∈ NG(xHx−1) then axHx−1a−1 = xHx−1 or x−1axHx−1a−1x = H
so that x−1ax ∈ NG(H) or a ∈ xNG(H)x
−1. We now prove (⊃): Let b ∈
xNG(H)x
−1 or x−1bx ∈ NG(H) so that x−1bxHx−1b−1x = H or bxHx−1b−1 =
xHx−1 or b ∈ NG(xHx−1) and the equality follows.
We prove a few grouptheoretic theorems:
Theorem 5 Let G be a finite group and let H be a proper subgroup of G Then
∪x∈G(xHx−1) 6= G.
Proof: Let |G| = g, |H | = h. Let D =
⋂
x∈G(xHx
−1) and let |D| = d ≥ 1.
Then |G : NG(H)| ≤
g
h
and thus (g − d) ≤ ( g
h
)(h− d) or h(g − d) ≤ g(h− d) or
gd ≤ hd or g = h. A contradiction.
The Main Theorem for Finite Nonabelian Groups 6 Let G be a finite
nonabelian group with center Z. Then one of the maximally abelian subgroups
of G is not an eigenheimer of G.
Proof: We use induction on the number |G| and we assume that G is a
minimal counterexample. There are two cases to be considered:
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(i) Firstly that G is Z-independent. Let H and K be maximally abelian
subgroups ofG and letH 6= K. ThenH∩K = Z. We assume that all maximally
abelian subgroups are eigenheimers, otherwise we are done. Let |G| = g, |H | =
h, |K| = k and |Z| = z. Suppose (ia) that all maximally abelian subgroups
are conjugate with H . Then g − z = g
h
(h − z) or g = h. A contradiction.
Suppose (ib) H and K are not conjugate. Then (g − z) ≥ g
h
(h− z) + g
k
(k − z)
or without loss of generality (g − z) ≥ 2 g
h
(h − z) or h(g − z) ≥ 2g(h − z) or
0 ≥ hz + g(h − 2z) ≥ hz. A contradiction. From these two contradictions it
follows that at least one of the maximally abelian subgroups, let us say H , is
not an eigenheimer: NG(H) 6= H .
(ii) Secondly that G is Z-dependent. Referring to theorem 2 (v) and knowing
that the subgroup < HD > 6= G we use induction on | < HD > |. As the
maximally abelian subgroups of < HD > are maximally abelian subgroups of
G, then by induction one of the H ′i, i = 1, 2, · · · , s is not an eigenheimer in
< HD > and thus also not in G. This completes the proof.
Theorem 7 Let G be a finite nonabelian group such that the proper subgroups
of G are all abelian. Then one of the maximal subgroups of G is an abelian
normal subgroup of G.
Proof: One of the maximal subgroups, which is abelian, is not an eigenheimer
and thus a normal subgroup of G.
Theorem of Zassenhaus [1952] 8 Let G be a finite group and for every abeli-
an subgroup H of G we have NG(H) = CG(H). Then G is abelian.
Proof: Suppose that G is nonabelian. Let Hi be the maximally abelian
subgroups of G. Then one of the maximally abelian subgroups, let us say H ,
is not an eigenheimer by theorem 6. Thus H < NG(H) = CG(H) 6= H . Let
c ∈ CG(H)−H then the group generated byH and c is abelian. A contradiction.
Thus G is abelian.
2 A New Proof of Wedderburn’s Little Theo-
rem: A Finite Division Ring is Commutative
(This was also the original title of version v1, so I’m happy again.)
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We will prove the well-known fact that a finite division ring is commutative
(Wedderburn, 1905) along the following lines. We start with a minimal coun-
terexample L, with center Z, viz. a finite division ring which is not commutative
but all its maximal division subrings are commutative and are thus subfields.
We say that L is Z-dependent or Z-independent when we mean actually that
L× is Z×-dependent or Z×-independent. There are two possibilities to be con-
sidered. The first case (I) is where L is Z-dependent and the second case (II)
is where L is Z-independent, see Definition 1.
Case (I) Let F = {F1, F2, · · · , Fr} be the set of the r maximal subfields
of the finite division ring L. All the maximal subfields contain the center Z
of L and let F1 ∩ F2 = D ⊃ Z, and D 6= Z. Thus L is Z-dependent. D
is also a commutative subfield of L but is not a maximal subfield. Let F ′ =
{F ′1, F
′
2, · · · , F
′
s} be the set of maximal subfields containing also D. Then
⋃
F ′
is not only a multiplicative group (if we drop the zero) (see Theorem 2 (v)) but
also an additive subgroup (if we allow the zero) and thus a proper division ring
which is by induction commutative as we now will show the additive case. Let
a ∈ F ′i and b ∈ F
′
j then a
−1b is an element of let us say F ′k ∈ F
′. But 1− a−1b
is also in F ′k. Thus the product a(1− a
−1b) = a− b is in let us say F ′ℓ ∈ F
′. We
have a contradiction.
Case (II) Let F = {F1, F2, · · · , Fr} be the set of the r maximal subfields
of the finite division ring L. All the maximal subfields contain the center Z of
L. We assume now that Fi ∩ Fj = Z for all i and j, i 6= j and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r.
Thus L is Z-independent. According to main theorem 6 one of the maximally
abelian subgroups F×i , i = 1, · · · , r is not an eigenheimer. Let us say that F
×
1 is
not an eigenheimer so that N := NL×(F
×
1 ) 6= F
×
1 . We assume that |F1| = p
m
and |Z| = pz so that z|m. Let zs|m be such that s is a prime number then F1
contains a subfield E such that |E| = pzs. But then also N = NL×(E
×), as we
shall now prove. Let us recall that a finite field minus the zero is a cyclic group,
a subgroup of a finite cyclic group is also cyclic and that two subgroups of a
finite cyclic group with the same order are equal and moreover that the quotient
group of a finite cyclic group with one of its subgroups is also cyclic. Suppose
that N1 is the normalizer of F1 − {0} and N2 is the normalizer of E − {0}.
Let x ∈ N1 then xF1x−1 = F1 which implies by the aforementioned arguments
that xEx−1 = E. Thus x ∈ N2. Now let y ∈ N2 and thus yEy−1 = E.
Suppose that yF1y
−1 6= F1 then yF1y−1∩F1 = E but yF1y−1∩F1 = Z because
the two fields are Z-independent. Thus also yF1y
−1 = F1 and y ∈ N1 and
N1 = N2 = N what we had to prove. Now let x ∈ N − F1 and we assume
that x is also an element of F2. Let d := x
k ∈ Z×, k a minimal positive
integer. Consider the left vector space V = F1 + F1x
1 + · · · + F1xk−1 and the
left vector space W = E +Ex1 + · · ·+Exk−1. We will prove that V =W = L
by showing that V and W are division rings. Let v1 = (· · · + fixi + · · ·) ∈ V
and v2 = (· · · + fjxj + · · ·) ∈ V then v1v2 = (· · · + fixifjxj + · · ·) = (· · · +
fi(x
ifjx
−i)xi+j + · · ·) ∈ V , for if i + j ≥ k then xi+j = dxi+j−k. Thus V is a
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division ring and V = L. In the same way we can prove thatW is also a division
ring and thus W = L = V . We saw earlier that B = {1, x, x2. · · · , xk−1} is a
basis of Z(x) ⊂ F2 and we prove now that it is a basis of L over F1. Suppose
that a proper subset B1 = {x1, x2, · · · , xm} of B is a basis of L over F1. Then
for xm+1 ∈ B − B1 we can write: xm+1 = f1x1 + f2x2 + · · · + fmxm. Then
xxm+1x
−1 = xm+1 = xf1x
−1x1+xf2x
−1x2+ · · ·+xfmx−1xm. So fj = xfjx−1
and fj ∈ Z, j = 1, 2, · · · ,m. From this contradiction we have E = F1 and
|L| = pzs×k. Let us define the group C :=< x > and group D :=< xk >.
Then C is a subgroup of F×2 and D is a subgroup of Z
×. Let G := C/D =
{D, xD, x2D, · · · , xk−1D} which is a cyclic group of order k. We construct a
cyclic group H = {φ, φ2, · · · , φk} of order k of automorphisms φi of the field
F1 in the following way. With the element φ
i ∈ H we define φi(a) := xiax−i,
a ∈ F1, then φ
i is an automorphism of the field F1 which leaves the elements
of Z invariant. Moreover φk = 1 for φk(a) = xkax−k = dad−1 = a, a ∈ F1.
We see also that φi+1 = φ(φi) and that φi(a + b) = xi(a + b)x−i = xiax−i +
xibx−i = φi(a) + φi(b) and that φi(ab) = xi(ab)x−1 = (xiax−i)(xibx−i) =
φi(a)φi(b), a, b ∈ F1. But according to a famous theorem of Artin which states
that if n automorphisms of a field F form a group and I is the subfield of
the invariant elements under all of the n automorphisms then [F : I] = n.
So |G| = |H | = [F1 : Z] or k = s. Then |L| = pzs×s. This means that all
maximal subfields have the same number of elements, namely |Fi| = p
zs. The
class equation sounds now: L× = Z×+
∑
( L
×
C(x)) where the summation is taken
place over representatives of the remaining conjugacy classes which have by
the way the same number of elements. So pzs×s − 1 = pz − 1 + α(p
zs×s
−1
pzs−1 ).
Multiplying the last equation by pzs− 1 we see that (pzs− 1)(pz− 1) is divisible
by pzs×s − 1 but pzs×s − 1 is divisible by pzs − 1 leaving a quotient that is of
the form 1 + pzs + · · · which is greater than pz − 1. A contradiction. From the
two contradictions in case (I) and case (II) it follows that every finite division
ring is commutative.
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